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Abstract 

Robot workcell programming is an application 
where object-oriented programming paradigms can be 
effectively applied to handle the issues such as 
concurrency and autonomy. In this paper, we present an 
object model named Task.0, and Task-object Coupling 
(ToC) programming technique which uses Task.0 objects. 
This approach is designed to increase the level of 
reusability, expandability, modifiability, and productivity. 
We define the development steps of using the Task.0 object 
model and the ToC technique and demonstrate each step. 

Keywords: concurrency, autonomy, object modeling, 
robot workcell programming 

1 Introduction 

Object-oriented programming (OOP) is widely 
accepted and effectively used, because it makes programs 
well-structured, modular, and reusable. By virtue of these 
advantages, OOP is becoming increasingly popular in 
concurrent processing application domains. Robot 
workcell applications domain is a typical example in 
which both concurrency and object-oriented programming 
paradigms can be effectively applied. A workcell is a 
production cell which consists of a set of computer 
controlled manufacturing machinery, such as robots, 
numerical control (NC) machines, presses, conveyors, 
automated guided vehicles (AGV), etc. An automated 
factory can have one or more workcells. A robot workcell 
is a robot-centered flexible workcell where in robots are 
used instead of human workers to produce goods or parts. 
Robot workcell programs need to support features such as: 

Waiting for external events and/or handle interrupts, 
Dealing with concurrent activities, 
Synchronizing actions with external events, and 
Communicating with other robots and processes [2]. 

To support these activities, the robot workcell programs 
need to handle the issues of concurrency and autonomy in 
an integrated way. 
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Efforts have been made to find a way to handle the 
issues. Many of them are concerned to programming 
languages such as Ada, CC++ [l], concurrent C [2], 
CHAOS [3], RTC++ [4], RIPE [6], and so on. These 
languages use conventional object models and 
communication methods. Objects in most existing object 
models tend to be passive, as long as methods in an object 
are simply triggered by its client objects. The ordinary 
message passing method used in both the OMT model [7] 
and the languages above is more relevant to cliendserver 
model. In the rendezvous method used in Ada and 
concurrent C, one process must be ready to execute an 
input statement, and the other process must be ready to 
execute an output statement. If either process is not ready, 
then the other process is forced to wait. The common 
weakness of these object approaches is that although they 
have good mechanisms for supporting concurrency, they 
do not support full autonomy because tasks and operations 
are not separated in these approaches. 

We developed the Task.0 object model to model 
autonomous behavior of machines in a convenient way. 
The Task.0 object model is designed to support full 
autonomy of Task.0 objects. Consequently independence 
among objects can be guaranteed on the basis of autonomy. 
A Task.0 object is an object created using this object 
model. For synchronization among concurrent Task.0 
objects, a rnailbox communication method is adopted. We 
also devise a distinct programming technique called Task- 
object Coupling (ToC) to support the proposed object 
model. We extract tasks from existing objects and put 
them into the Task.0 object. By using the Task.0 object 
model and ToC technique, the level of reusability, 
expandability, maintainability, modifiability, and 
productivity can be increased. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2,  an overview of the Task.0 object model is 
presented. In section 3,  the ToC programming technique is 
described. In section 4, steps in using the Task.0 object 
and the ToC technique are introduced. In section 5, each 
step is demonstrated with an example of workcell 
Programming, and the paper concludes in section 6. 
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2 Task.0 object model 

The Task.0 object model employees ‘active+ passive 
object modeling’ in which both active and passive objects 
are correlated. An active object is an object that is 
autonomous and is able to activate its own methods, as 
well as other methods, while a passive object cannot 
activate its methods by itself [SI. A Task.0 object is an 
active object which performs a task by utilizing methods 
of a passive object which performs basic operations of a 
task. A task is a set of descriptions of predefined activities 
andlor reactions to incoming events. A task can be 
described by a sequence of basic operations with flow 
control mechanisms. The following are possible examples 
of the basic robot operations: 

move to a position x; 
pick up an object; 
open hand; 
signal to another robot; 

The fragment of a description of an example task which 
uses above basic operations can be as follows: 

When a ‘do’ signal has arrived, pick up an 
object on position x and place it in position y 
and then send a ‘done’ signal to robot R2. 

This description describes either the condition or 
precise steps of a reaction. Note that specific basic 
operations are not shown here, for a task concerns only 
highly abstract descriptions. Since existing object models 
do not offer an easy way to handle tasks, Task.0 object 
model is designed to overcome this problem. 

2.1 Object Structure 

The structure of a Task.0 object is depicted in Fig.1. 
Each Task.0 object consists of two types of method; a 
process method (PM) and one or more task methods (TM). 
Aprocess method can control flows of a task, and acts as a 
master triggering executions of task methods. The process 
method can create threads of control. While the process 

b 

method is being executed, previously created threads, if 
there are any, accept messages from other Task.0 objects. 

Task methods (TM) are precise steps of a task, and 
serve as slaves for the process method. The difference 
between task methods and conventional service methods is 
that being declared private, task methods are not triggered 
by the messages from outside of the object because they 
were designed to react only to their master, the process 
method. This activity forms a masterhlave relationship. 

2.2 Communications 

Two different message passing mechanisms are put 
to use for communications among autonomous objects. 
One is for between a Task.0 object and a passive object, 
and the other is for among Task.0 objects. The former uses 
a conventional way in which names of methods as well as 
arguments are sent as messages and bound to 
corresponding methods in receiving objects. Notice that 
the message passing between the Task.0 object and the 
passive object is unidirectional; passive objects may not 
send messages to Task.0 objects. The latter employs a 
mailbox communication method as shown in Fig. 1 

An example, the communication between Task.0 
objects would be this: assume that a robot wants to order 
an NC machine to start cutting a part which has been 
loaded by the robot. The robot sends a message of “Begin 
cutting” to the NC machine. While the NC machine is 
doing the cutting, the robot either continues its task or 
waits for a reply message. After finishing, the NC machine 
replies with a message saying “Cutting finished.” This is 
illustrated with Task.0 objects in Fig.2. 

“Begin cutting” 

“Cutting finished” 

[ (states) 

I T M 2 I  

Mailbox 

$=%; 
Task.0 
objects 

Task 
Methods 1 (TM) 

Fig. 2 Communication between Task.0 objects 

The message can be sent by the following command: 
send(NC560, BEGIN-CUTTING); 

~ ~ 5 6 0  is a passive object coupled with TaskNC Task.0 
object and is mentioned as a receiver or destination of the 
message. Care should be taken in that the actual 
destination of the message is not NC560 passive object. 
Because of the Task-object Coupling mechanism, which 
will be explained in the following section, the actual 
receiver must be a Task.0 object. This message passing 
sequence is as follows: 

Fig. 1 The structure of a Task.0 object 
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Even though a passive object is specified as a 
destination, a mail message must be transferred only 
to Task.0 objects. Thus, there should be a way of 
mapping between passive objects and Task.0 objects. 
When a message is requested, the mailbox manager 
looks up a table of the specified passive object where 
the name for the coupled Task.0 object is stored, 
retrieves the name, and puts the message into the 
mailbox of retrieved Task.0 object. 

This is obviously an asynchronous message passing. 
In this scheme, when a message is sent, the sender 
continues its execution without waiting for a reply from 
the receiver. With the mailbox method, synchronous 
communication can be simulated by making the sender 
wait for a specific reply message from the receiver. 

3 Task-Object Coupling (ToC) 

Task-object Coupling (ToC) is a programming 
technique in which separately developed tasks and basic 
operations of a task are combined together when they are 
put into programs. Either Task.0 objects or passive objects 
alone can do nothing, since the former has only 
descriptions of a task and the latter has basic operations 
which cannot initiate themselves. We need to associate the 
Task.0 object with its corresponding passive object. This 
can be done by coupling those two previously developed 
objects. 

The most important advantage we can obtain from 
the separation of tasks from basic operations is that each 
can be developed independently of the other. This 
independence provides us the separation of concern. It 
means that one can develop a task of an object without 
concerning the object dependent operations. Furthermore, 
‘How to work’ need not be considered when designing 
tasks. Only ‘What to do’ and ‘In what sequence’ are the 
primary concerns. Similarly, a passive object can be made 
as general as possible. Once the passive objects and tasks 
are developed, we can activate them by telling which 
object should perform which task. So, either the tasks or 
passive objects can be reused later on, being coupled with 
their partners. This mechanism is illustrated in Fig.3. 

The process method (PM) calls task methods (TM) 
in predefined sequence. The process method is able to 
make decisions, send messages to other Task.0 objects, 
create new Task.0 objects, and control the flows of tasks. 
The skeletal Task.0 object structure is: 

task RobotTask : public Task { 
private : 

public : 

t a s k  methods (TMs)  

process start(robot ob j ,  . . . . . .  ) { 

. . . . . .  

t a s k  scenario 
. . . . .  

1 

RobotTaskl E+ puma560 

- .  Task.0 passive 
objecl: (p=>f object 

J’ 
.object 
:couple 

Fig. 3 Task-object Coupling (ToC) mechanism 

A C++ like pseudo language is used in the example above. 
Task.0 object class can be defined by using the keyword, 
‘task’. A process method is declared to be a type of 
‘process’; a thread of control is created when this line is 
elaborated. Task methods are all private, so it cannot be 
used by external objects. 

Task. methods are only accessible by its process 
method, start(). Since the start() method is declared as a 
process, whenever this method is called, the same number 
of threads are created and run concurrently. Note that the 
process method can take a list of arguments. The first 
argument is a class name of the coupled passive object 
which will be used by itself. The class name is followed by 
an automatic local object variable ‘obj‘ where the address 
of a passive object is stored. If the process method is 
activated, by the following command: 

RobotTaskl.start(puma560); 

then variable obj starts to point to the address of puma560. 
Later, the Task.0 object can use basic operations of 
puma560 or change the puma560’s states via ‘obj’ as 
follows: 

ob j . load ( ) ; or 
obj.potentiometer = 0x200; 

The task.0 object RobotTask should be instantiated 
before being used as below: 

RobotTask RobotTaskl; 

Since RobotTask is a template, it can create as many 
identical Task.0 objects as necessary. Assume that a robot 
is replaced with a different model; knowing that the basic 
operations are the same, the developer can program the 
new one quickly by coupling the existing Task.0 object 
with the passive object of a new robot. Of course, the 
passive object must be developed first if it does not exist. 
Thus, the ‘roc method can increase the level of reusability, 
maintainability, modifiability, and productivity. 
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4 Development Steps Using Task.0 Object 
and ToC 

Software development using the Task.0 object and 
the ToC technique follows a bottom-up approach: Specific 
tasks and basic operations are developed first, then 
integrate them in the top level of programming. The steps 
are as follows. (We assume that objects are already 
defined applying existing object design methodologies.) 

Step Z : Identify active andpassive objects 
As long as an object performs autonomous behavior 

and/or communicate with other objects, the object can be 
defined as an active object. The objects which only have 
service methods used by other objects must be classified 
as passive objects. 
Step ZZ : Define tasks of active objects and draw state 

A task of an active object can be defined by a series 
of states. A state holds operations in it with which a 
change of state can be caused. Notice that the operations 
must be large enough so as to be decomposed into basic 
operations. In this way, we can obtain state charts by 
drawing each state chart systematically as being connected 
with the other. 
Step ZZZ : Convert state charts into Task.0 object classes 

We convert the state charts into Task.0 object classes. 
Each state corresponds to a particular task method. 
Arrange activities, events, and communications to be held 
in task methods, and describe the sequences of running 
task methods, program flow controls as well as transition 
conditions in the process method. 
Step ZV : Define basic operations and create passive 

object classes 
Basic operations are used by task methods. Thus, to 

form a task method, one or more basic operations must be 
defined. We expect the basic operations to be orthogonal, 
which means each basic operation has minimal 
functionality and is not dividable. However, the 
orthogonality is dependent on the application. Hence, the 
size of a basic operation may be changed. After finishing, 
place the basic operations in passive object classes. 
Step V : Perform the ToC 

ToC as shown below: 

charts for  each active object 

This last step requires only a line of code for each 

Task. o-object-name.sturt(argument-list); 
Before doing this we need to instantiate all the needed 
Task.0 objects and their corresponding passive objects 
with the classes created in step I11 and IV. 

If a new program uses the existing Task.0 objects, 
step I1 can be skipped. In the same way, if existing passive 
objects are used and do not require new passive objects 
then step IV also can be omitted for the existing objects. 

5 An Example Workcell 

The problem statement 
We use ‘A Production Cell’ used as a case study of 

[SI, and the workcell is drawn in Fig.4. We changed the 
specification of the robot from a dual armed robot model 
to dual independent robot model to stress the concurrent 
behavior of the robots. However, we assume that the two 
robots are controlled by one controller. The general job 
sequence (from the perspective of a metal plate) is the 
following: 

- sensor deposit belt 

e l e v a h g  rotary 
table (ERT) 

Fig. 4 An example workcell 

The feed belt conveys the metal plate to the elevating 
rotary table (ERT). 
The ERT is moved to a position adequate for 
unloading by robotl’s arm. 
Robotl picks up the metal plate. 
Robotl rotates counterclockwise so that its arm 
points to the open press, places the metal plate into it 
and then withdraws from the press. 
The press forges the metal plate and opens again. 
Robot2 retrieves the metal plate with its arm, and 
unloads the plate on the deposit belt. 
The deposit belt transports the plate to the traveling 
crane. 
The traveling crane picks up the metal plate, moves 
to the feed belt, and unloads the metal plate onto it. 
The objects representing the devices run through 

their states in a cyclic manner. For instance, the press 
cyclically loads, presses, and unloads. Since several 
devices have to cooperate, synchronization is necessary 
between them. For each pair of neighbored devices there is 
a corresponding state in either device. Until both devices 
have reached this particular state, neither device can 
continue and change into the next state. Synchronization 
requires that objects communicate via signal mails. 
Objects can send a signal mail and continue their threads. 
They can also wait for a signal and not continue until the 
signal wail is received. 
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Step I : ldentifv active and passive objects 
In this example, we can obtain objects such as robotl, 

2 ,  press, ERT, deposit belt, feed belt, deposit belt sensor, 
feed belt sensor, and traveling crane. Because they run 
their own tasks independently we define all the objects as 
active. As there are no other objects left except active 
objects, we obtain the same number of passive objects. 

Step II : Define tasks of active objects and draw state 

The task of each active object is described in the 
problem statement above. In Fig.5 we present the possible 
states of the robots and the press according to their tasks. 
Each state is represented by a round cornered box, giving 
the name of the state and saying which actions are to be 
done as soon as a state is entered. 

charts for each active object 

W a i l L o a d  \ 
ent ry lop  e n  ( )  

do r e c e i v e ( r 0  b o l , L O  A D  ) 
/( d o :  s e n d  ( r o b a l . L O A D )  h e s s  l o a d e d  I p r e s s  u n l o a d e d  I 
/ I /  W a i l u n l o a d  / P r e s s  

d o '  p r e s s ( )  
e x i l l  o p e n ( )  

R o b o t  

U n I o a d E  R T 

d a '  p i c k ( p o s _ E R T )  
a i l E  R T U  n Io  ad) req  " 

t ram 

p r e s s  loadsd l  

E R T  
u n l o d e d  I 

d o -  p l a c e ( p o s - p r e s s )  
d o . m o v e t o ( h a m  e )  

M O D O I L  
f U n lo a d  P r e s  s>\ "... X r e a u e s l  

I I d e p o s i f L b e l t l  l o a d e d  

d o :  pic k ( p o s - p  r e s s )  
d o :  m a v e I o ( h o m e )  

U N L O A D )  
U n l o a d  e x i t l s e n d  (p re s s ,  

I p r e s s  
u n l o d e d  I 

d a : m o v e t o ( h o m  e )  be l t  L O  A D  \ 

Fig. 5 State charts for the robots and the press 

Step III : Convert state charts into Task.0 object 

Converting from the state charts into Task.0 object 
classes for the press and the robots is straightforward; each 
state becomes a task method in the class definitions. 
Selected part of the class definition is shown in List 1. 

classes 

I 

t 

/I Definition of Task-classes for the PRESS and robots 
/I 
// Task-class of the PRESS 
task TaskPress : public Task { I/ inherits state variables from 'Task' 
private : 

void WaitLoad(); 
void Press(); 
void Waitunload(); 

process start (press obj, robot robotl) { 
for (;;) { 

/I Task Methods (TM) are private 

public : 
I/ Process Method (PM) 

. , .  
WaitLoad(); 
Press(); 
Waitunload(); 

1 
1 

I 
N Body of Task Methods 
TaskPress::WaitLoad() { 

obj .open(); 
send(robot1, LOAD); 
receive(robot1, LOAD) within(Ot10m) timeout(error()); 

I 

1 

TaskPress::Press() { 
obj .press(); 

TaskPress::WaitUnload(robot-6dof robot) { 

) 
I/ Task-class of the ROBOT 
task TaskRolbot : public Task ( 
public : 

send(robot1,UNLOAD); 
receive(robot1, UNLOAD) within(0tl Om) timeout(error0); 

process start (two-armed-robot obj, press pressl, ERT ERTI, belt 
deposit-belt) [ 

parbegin { 
Robotl .start(obj.arml); 
Robot2.start(obj.arm2); 

11 
I 

;ask Robotl : public Task { 
private : 

void WaitERTUnloadO; 
void UnloadERT(); 
void Waitpressbad(); 
void Loadpress(); 

pos pos-ERT, posgress, posdeposit; 
process start(robot obj) { 

public : 

for f::) I . 
WaitERTUnload(); 
UnloadERTO; 
WaitPressLoadO; 
Loadpress(); 

I 
1 

ask Robot2 : public Task ( 
nivate : 

void WaitPressUnload(); 
void UnloadPress(); 
void WaitDepositLoadO; 
void LoadDepositO; 

process start(robot obj) ( 
for (;;I { 

mblic : 

WaitPressUnload(); 
UnloadPress(); 
WaitDepositLoad(); 
LoadDepositO; 

1 
1 

List 1 : Class definitions of the robots and the press 
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0 Step IV : Define basic operations and create passive 

There are two basic operations of the press, open() 
and press(). Pick(), place(), home() are basic operations of 
the robots. More operations can be defined such as 
moveto(), turn(), etc. to prepare for future usage. 

Step V : Perform the ToC 
List 2 shows a part of the main program of the 

example. We can instantiate a passive objects, ‘myrobot’ 
and ‘mypress’ from the passive object classes as in line 8-9. 
Task.0 object class types, TaskPress and TaskRobot, are 
defined by keyword ‘task’. Task.0 objects are instantiated 
at line 12-13. 

Now we are ready to perform a ToC. The only thing 
we have to do is to make the previously defined passive 
object and Task.0 object to be associated together as 
shown in line 17-18. This step is done using the statement 
format below: 

object classes 

Task.0-object start (passive-object [, arguments]); 
Note that the tasks and object classes as well as predefined 
messages and/or constants are included before they are 
used with ‘#include’ precompiler instruction. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

// Main program function 
#include <machine.h> 
#include <tasks.h> 
#include <constant.h> 

main { 
// instantiate passive objects 
puma560 myrobot; 
press101 mypress; 

// instantiate tasks 
TaskRobot ControlRobot; 
TaskPress Controlpress; 

// task-object coupling (ToC) done in parallel 
parbegin ( 

...... 

..,... 

ControlRobot.start (myrobot, myERT, mydepositbelt); 
ControlPressstart (mypress, myrobot); 
...... 

I 
\ //---of main 

List 2 : Main program code 

The ToC method provides the highest perspective in 
programming the robot workcell. It helps developer hide 
specific operations in the main program. Therefore, 
programming the workcell can be seen by the developer as 
an assembly of components. If a robot is replaced in the 
workcell with a different model, knowing that the basic 
operations are the same, the developer can just do ToC 
using the same task but with a different robot. For that 
reason, ToC method can increase reusability, 
maintainability, modifiability, and productivity. 

Concurrency and autonomy can also be enhanced by this 
ToC technique. 

6 Conclusions 

Separation of tasks (in Task.0 objects) from basic 
operations (in passive objects) of the tasks can help 
robot workcell programmers achieve ‘separation of 
concern’. This idea also makes both object types into 
independent software components that are ready to be 
assembled. The assembly sequence is done by coupling 
Task.0 objects with passive objects (ToC technique). 

In certain cases, mailbox communications among lots 
of Task.0 objects may degrade overall performance. Prior 
to writing tasks for machines, developers must have 
knowledge about existing passive objects in which the 
machine-dependent basic operations are described. 

Further research into the real-time environment, 
including runtime systems and facilities in the Task.0 
object model which satisfy real-time system requirements 
are needed. More research on efficiency analysis studies 
of the mailbox communication method is also required. 
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